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Abstract
The immune state of wild animals is largely unknown. Knowing this and what affects it is
important in understanding how infection and disease affects wild animals. The immune
state of wild animals is also important in understanding the biology of their pathogens, which
is directly relevant to explaining pathogen spillover among species, including to humans.
The paucity of knowledge about wild animals’ immune state is in stark contrast to our exqui-
sitely detailed understanding of the immunobiology of laboratory animals. Making an
immune response is costly, and many factors (such as age, sex, infection status, and body
condition) have individually been shown to constrain or promote immune responses. But,
whether or not these factors affect immune responses and immune state in wild animals,
their relative importance, and how they interact (or do not) are unknown. Here, we have
investigated the immune ecology of wild house mice—the same species as the laboratory
mouse—as an example of a wild mammal, characterising their adaptive humoral, adaptive
cellular, and innate immune state. Firstly, we show how immune variation is structured
among mouse populations, finding that there can be extensive immune discordance among
neighbouring populations. Secondly, we identify the principal factors that underlie the immu-
nological differences among mice, showing that body condition promotes and age con-
strains individuals’ immune state, while factors such as microparasite infection and season
are comparatively unimportant. By applying a multifactorial analysis to an immune system-
wide analysis, our results bring a new and unified understanding of the immunobiology of a
wild mammal.
Author summary
The immune state of wild animals—and the factors that affect this—is largely unknown.
Knowing this is important in understanding how infection and disease affects wild ani-
mals, and the biology of their pathogens. The paucity of knowledge about wild animals’
immune state is in stark contrast to our exquisitely detailed understanding of the
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immunobiology of laboratory animals. Here, we have investigated the immune ecology of
wild house mice—the same species as the laboratory mouse—characterising their adaptive
humoral, adaptive cellular, and innate immune state. Firstly, we investigated how immune
variation is structured among mouse populations, finding that there can be extensive
immune discordance among neighbouring populations. Secondly, we identified the prin-
cipal factors that underlie the immunological differences among mice, showing that body
condition promotes and age constrains individuals’ immune state. By applying a multifac-
torial analysis to an immune system-wide analysis, our results bring a new and unified
understanding of the immunobiology of a wild mammal.
Introduction
Immune systems protect animals from infection and disease. The mammalian immune system
reacts to antigenic exposure with a multitude of cellular and humoral responses, including cyto-
toxicity, phagocytosis, and the production of cytokines and antibodies. The ultimate result of
these responses—which we call immune function—is to reduce the effects of infection on an
individual. While it is possible to measure many aspects of the immune response (such as the
number and state of cells and the concentrations of antibodies and cytokines, both as observed
in an animal and after experimental perturbation), the relationship between these measures,
their effect on infections, and the consequences for an animal’s health, and ultimately its fitness,
is much less clear. Although the terminology is debatable, for clarity we will refer to the observed
state of an animal’s immune system as its immune state and so differentiate this from immune
response, which we reserve to refer to specific responses to a known antigenic challenge. A wild
animal’s immune state is therefore a consequence of its immune responses to the myriad, largely
unknown, antigenic challenges that it receives during its daily life.
The immune state and immune responses of laboratory animals, particularly mice (Mus
musculus domesticus), are extremely well known, which contrasts starkly with what is known
about the immune state of wild animals [1]. Because the behaviour of the immune system is
highly context dependent, the a priori expectation is that the immune state of wild animals will
differ from that of laboratory animals. This assumption is supported by the relatively few stud-
ies that have compared wild and laboratory mice [1–7]. For example, 2 studies have shown
that wild mice respond more strongly to immunization than laboratory mice [1,4]; compari-
son of wild and laboratory mice has shown that the wild mice have higher proportions of acti-
vated CD4+ T cells [2]. A detailed analysis of the adaptive humoral, adaptive cellular, and
innate immune state of wild mice found that, compared with laboratory mice, the immune
systems of wild mice were in a highly activated state, seen as elevated serum antibody and
acute phase protein concentrations; proportionately greater CD4+ and CD8+ effector T cell
populations; highly activated natural killer (NK) cells; and a myeloid cell population hitherto
unknown from laboratory mice [1]. This highly activated state is likely due to the many infec-
tions that wild mice have experienced (and the consequent intense antigenic challenge to
which they are subject) compared to laboratory mice [1]. In contrast to this comparatively
activated state, wild mouse cytokine responses to pathogen-associated molecular patterns
(PAMPs) were similar to, or lower than, those of laboratory mice, possibly representing the
impact of homeostatic mechanisms among wild mice to avoid immunopathology in the face of
sustained antigenic challenge. These results also highlighted the very extensive interindividual
variation among wild mice in their immune state [1]. The importance of the environment
in driving differences between wild and laboratory animals’ immune systems has also been
Wild mouse immunoecology
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shown by experiments that cohoused wild and laboratory mice (thus exposing the laboratory
mice to a range of infections), resulting in the laboratory mice acquiring more effector mem-
ory cells as well as more tissue-resident memory T cells, compared with control laboratory
mice [2]. These trends also appear to be consistent in other wild rodents, though there are
probably interspecific differences too [7].
These immunological differences between wild and laboratory mice therefore imply that
laboratory-based models cannot fully inform us about the immune state or function of wild
animal populations and, rather, that direct study of wild populations is required. Understand-
ing the immune function of wild populations is necessary to understand their biology, but also
necessary to understand the biology of the populations of pathogens with which they are natu-
rally infected. Animals’ immune responses are the environment in which pathogens live and
evolve, and this immunological environment exerts a strong selective force on these pathogens.
The zoonotic spillover of infections, particularly from wild animals to humans, is currently of
enormous international importance [8,9]. An important, understudied aspect of this is the
immunological state of wild animals that likely modulates the zoonotic transmission risk.
Analysis of wild animal populations also emphasizes that individuals differ in their immune
state [1,3,10]. Such interindividual heterogeneity could be due to genetic and/or environmen-
tal effects and/or their interaction, but the nature of the specific environmental factors that
drive and constrain wild animals’ immune systems is not known. Identifying these factors and
how they modulate the immune responses (and so the immune state) of wild mice is the pur-
pose of the work we present here.
Among wild animals (principally mammals and birds) there are well-described seasonal
effects on measures of individuals’ immune state, but these patterns differ among studies. For
example, some measures of immune state increase in winter, whereas others decline [11–13].
Notwithstanding this variation, these seasonal patterns may be driven by a number of different
(and potentially interacting) factors, including hormonal differences (for example, due to pho-
toperiod-driven effects per se, and/or seasonal reproduction), resource availability, and the
force of infections [11–14]. Animals’ resource availability has been shown to affect immune
responses in both laboratory and wild animals, consistent with the idea that these responses
are costly and become compromised when resources are limiting [15,16]. Age has a significant
deleterious effect on immune responses and immune state (described as immunosenescence)
in laboratory animals and in humans [17,18], though for wild mammals this has only been
shown in wild Soay sheep [13,19–21]. For wild mammals more generally, both the difficulty of
determining wild animals’ age and that wild animals may lead shorter lives than laboratory
animals [1] may make detecting age-related effects challenging. Collectively, these studies
point to the effects that a range of different factors can have on animals’ immune responses
and on immune state. However, what these previous studies have not considered is the relative
magnitude, importance, and interaction of these different factors acting on wild animals’
immune state. Moreover, our immune system-wide analysis of laboratory and wild mice dem-
onstrated that the various compartments of the immune system differ in very different ways
[1], meaning that analysis of just one or a few immune parameters will underrepresent an indi-
vidual animal’s immune state and underestimate differences among animals or between popu-
lations. By necessity, many previous studies of wild animals have used just one, or a few,
immune measures, with these sampled in different ways (for example, peripherally or systemi-
cally); the disparate conclusions drawn from different studies of wild animal immune systems
is likely due, at least in part, to the use of different immune parameters.
Here we analyse in detail the immune state of populations of wild M. musculus domesticus
in the southern United Kingdom. We have studied M. musculus domesticus as an example of a
wild mammal population, and one that is ideal for this because it is the same subspecies as the
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laboratory mouse [22], making the plethora of laboratory mouse immunological tools avail-
able. M. musculus domesticus live commensally, typically in farm outbuildings, within which
there is deme-based breeding centred around a dominant male [23,24]. These populations are
regulated by the same top-down and bottom-up ecological processes that regulate populations
of fully free-living species, and so, critically, the immune state of these commensal animals will
be subject to similar drivers and constraints as are other wild species. Commensal mice have
limited migration between sites, with dispersal typically undertaken by young males, together
making populations relatively stable, which facilitates sampling [25]. We find that local M.
musculus domesticus populations differ immunologically and that these populations are geneti-
cally distinct, but that genetic differences among populations do not contribute to the popula-
tions’ immunological differences. We then identify the principal factors that underlie the
immunological differences among mice, showing that body condition promotes and age con-
strains individuals’ immune state. In female mice, these factors interact such that although age
constrains immune state, improving body condition with age leads to an overall improvement
in immune state with increasing age. In male mice, these 2 parameters act independently.
Thus, this work demonstrates that detailed immunological analyses of wild populations can
reveal extensive heterogeneity of immune state among wild animals and can identify the key
factors affecting this. Importantly, our study reveals that host intrinsic factors such as body
condition and age are much more important drivers of immune state than genetic back-
ground, microparasite infection, or extrinsic factors such as season. These results emphasise
that understanding wild animals’ immune systems is necessary to fully understand the biology
of wild animal populations, as well as that of their pathogens.
Results
Wild mouse populations differ immunologically
We sampled 460 house mice, M. musculus domesticus, from 12 sites in the southern UK (Fig 1;
S1 Table). The sex ratio was 1 female to 1.18 male, and the median age was 7.4 weeks, with 75%
of mice being 12 weeks of age or younger (S1 Fig). The mice had a limited macroparasite fauna,
consisting primarily of Syphacia sp. pinworm nematodes (prevalence 79%) and Myocoptes mus-
culinus mites (prevalence 67%; S1 Data). We tested mice for seropositivity to 7 microbial infec-
tions (Noro, Minute, Parvo, Sendai, Corona, and Mouse Hepatitis viruses, and Mycoplasma
pulmonis), finding a high seroprevalence (95%) of one or more of these microparasite infec-
tions, consistent with previous reports [26,27]. We detected antibodies to Sendai virus in these
populations, which, to our knowledge, is its first report in wild mice (S1 Data). The number of
these microbial infections accumulated as mice aged (number of infections and age r = 0.27 and
0.3, p< 0.0001, n = 214 and 209 for males and females, respectively, S2 Data).
For each mouse, we made a large number of immune measures, using a cross-sectional
study design (S1 Text) [1]; here we focus on the (1) serum concentration of immunoglobulin
(Ig) G and IgE and acute phase proteins (serum amyloid P and haptoglobin), (2) faecal con-
centrations of IgA, and (3) numbers, proportions, and ex vivo activation status of splenic T
and B cells, regulatory T cells (Tregs), NK cells, dendritic cells (DCs), and myeloid cells.
Although there may be short-term perturbations to individuals’ immune state that would not
be captured by this cross-sectional approach, studies in voles, Microtus agrestis, and humans
have shown that over the longer term, immune parameters are largely temporally stable
[28,29], suggesting that our data are generally representative of an individual’s immune state.
Because we sampled mice from 12 sites, many of which were geographically clustered (Fig
1), we first wanted to understand the extent of immunological diversity among these sites. We
did this by first using a principal component analysis of our immunological data, revealing 3
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components: component 1 (accounting for 53% of the variation) comprised 7 cell populations
(scaled number of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, B cells, NK cells, neutrophils, DCs, and macro-
phages), component 2 (13% of the variation) comprised the serum concentration of IgG and
IgE, and component 3 (10% of the variation) was the faecal concentration of IgA (S3 Data).
We then calculated the immunological distance among all individual mice [28] as the pairwise
distance among mice of these 3 principal components, and then compared these distances
within sample sites and among sample sites.
The results showed variation in immune state of mice both within and among sites. Overall,
the mean among-site immunological distance was greater than the mean within-site distance
(4.7 ± 0.197 versus 3.8 ± 0.096, mean ± SE; Fig 2, S2 Table), meaning that mice at one site are
immunologically more similar to each other than they are to mice from other sites. The
immune similarity of mice within each site differs among sites. Within some sites, mice are
immunologically very similar, whereas at other sites they are comparatively diverse. For exam-
ple, mice within sites PF and PH are very homogeneous (immune distance 1.21 ± 0.14, 1.43 ±
0.019, mean ± SE), while mice within sites ST and HW are more diverse (immune distance
Fig 1. Wild mice were sampled from across the southern UK. The 12 sampling sites are shown by 2-letter designations, with the number of animals obtained at each
site shown in parentheses.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.2003538.g001
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9.64 ± 2.3 and 5.68 ± 0.21, respectively). The immunological differences among sites can oper-
ate on a very local geographical scale. For example, mice at site ST are comparatively highly
immunologically diverse (immune distance 9.67 ± 2.33), and consistently distinct from mice
at 5 neighbouring sites (BM, HW, PF, SP, and JB; Fig 1, S1 and S2 Tables) that were 0.2–8
(mean 4.3) km distant. While there have been some observations of differences in specific
immunological parameters among rodent populations (e.g. [29,30]), this is the first demon-
stration, of which we are aware, of the structure of immune variation within and among differ-
ent wild animal populations.
Wild mice are genetically diverse
In view of the immunological structure of these wild mouse populations, we next investigated
their genetic structure. To do this, we genotyped the mice at 1,183 neutral autosomal loci and
Fig 2. Mice vary in their immunological distance. The immunological distance among mice (i) within each sample site is shown as the size of the coloured circles, and
the immune distance among sites is shown as the 2-dimensional immunological distance following multidimensional scaling (MDS). Within sample site and among
sample sites are therefore shown on different scales. Sample sites are colour coded, and 2-letter designations are as shown in Fig 1.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.2003538.g002
Wild mouse immunoecology
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used this to calculate the genetic distance among individuals (Fig 3, S4 Data), the fixation
index, FST, and the inbreeding coefficient, FIS. This showed that there was strong genetic dif-
ferentiation among populations from the 12 sites, seen as mice from each site being genetically
Fig 3. Mice have strongly genetically structured populations. A neighbour-joining tree showing the relationship among mice. The site colour coding and 2-letter site
designations are as Fig 1. The scale is the number of nucleotide differences among individuals. Mice numbers 1–12 are control laboratory mice (LAB), where 1 and 2 are
L88 and L90 C57BL/6 mice as in [1], 3 is C57/BL6J, 4 is SJL/J, 5 is FVB/NJ, 6 is NOD/LJ, 7 is BALB/cJ, 8 is AKR/J, 9 is DBA/J, 10 is C3H/HeJ, 11 is CBA/J, and 12 is
129S1/SvlmJ and where 3–12, inclusive, are data obtained from http://support.illumina.com/array/array_kits/mouse_md_linkage/downloads.html.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.2003538.g003
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more similar to each other than to mice from other sites (Fig 3). This was confirmed by
STRUCTURE analyses showing that the most likely number of genetic clusters was 9, due to
mice at some of the sites being genetically more closely related (S2 Fig). The FST values for the
wild mice are among the highest described for a wild mammal, with the average FST = 0.48,
while the average FIS = 0.00052 (Fig 3, S3 Table, S2 Fig), suggesting that there is limited effec-
tive movement of individuals among the sites.
The local population genetic structure is not driven by geographical distance (FST and geo-
graphical distance among sites do not correlate; Fig 4, S1 and S3 Tables), as previously seen for
this species [23]. For example, sites separated by only 2.3 km (sites BM and HW) have FST
Fig 4. Immunological distance is not explained by genetic or physical distance. Tanglegrams based on unweighted
pair group method with arithmetic mean (UPGMA) trees of immunological distance, genetic distance, as Fst, and
geographical distance among sites, where the scales are the relevant measures (S1, S2 and S3 Tables) of (A)
immunological and genetic, (B) immunological and geographical, and (C) genetic and geographical distance among
mice from the different sites. The site colour coding is as in Fig 1.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.2003538.g004
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values equal to sites separated by more than 50 km (sites GL and HW) (FST = 0.47 and 0.45,
respectively). Because it is an island, mice on Skokholm are, presumably, a relatively isolated
population. Commensal mice have limited migration [25], and not all individuals breed
[24,25], probably contributing to the population genetic structure we observe [23]. These
effects are likely exacerbated by episodes of pest control resulting in bottlenecks or local extinc-
tion, which is followed by recolonization (often anthropogenically [25]), with consequent
genetic founder effects. Together, these processes will contribute to the generation of these
highly genetically structured populations of M. musculus domesticus.
Importantly, there is no relationship between immunological distance among sites and
genetic (Fig 4, r = 0.087, p = 0.382) or geographical distance (Fig 4, r = 0.192, p = 0.264 and
r = 0.082, p = 0.339 for distance and log(distance + 1), respectively) (S2 and S3 Tables). This
means that immunological differences among populations must be driven by other factors.
While genotyping at this number of loci provides good coverage of the mouse genome, not all
genetic variation will be captured and, for example, effects of loci of strong immunological
effect that are unlinked to any of these markers will not be accounted for. With this caveat,
these results strongly suggest that the immunological structure of wild mouse populations is
driven by factors other than the genetic background or geographical structure of the mouse
populations.
Condition promotes, and age constrains, wild mouse immune state
To identify the other factors that drive, or constrain, immune state in these populations and to
explain the differences among individual mice in their immune state, we used structural equa-
tion modelling (SEM), in which causal relationships among potential factors are specified and
then tested against empirical data to generate quantitative, causal conclusions. We explored a
range of different models containing a wide range of factors (S1 Text, S4 and S5 Tables, S3 and
S4 Figs). Here we present the model that was the most parsimonious, inclusive, and robust
among those that we tested. This model assigns causal relationships among a number of factors
acting on the latent variable of Immune State (S5 Fig). We considered factors previously impli-
cated in affecting immune state in wild populations [11,12,13,16–18,31–33], focusing particu-
larly on Season (measured as day length), Age (calculated from eye lens mass [34]), Body
Condition (measured as the scaled mass index [SMI] [35]), and microparasite Infection (mea-
sured as the number of microbial infections). Each of these factors have been shown individu-
ally to affect the immune systems of animals, but how they act and interact in wild, free-living
populations is unknown.
Body condition has repeatedly been implicated in affecting immune responses and state,
but it can be measured in various ways [33]. We used SMI that calculates the scaling exponent
of body mass and body size for the population and then used this to scale each animal’s body
mass to that of the average body length of the population [35]. In wild mice, SMI correlates
strongly with body mass index (BMI) (males r = 0.88, p< 0.0001, n = 247; females r = 0.83,
p< 0.0001, n = 211, respectively, at all sites; S2 Data) and also correlates with abdominal fat
mass (males r = 0.13, p = 0.038, n = 244; females r = 0.25, p< 0.0001, n = 188; S2 Data),
although correlations with serum leptin concentration are only significant in females (r = 0.24,
p = 0.01, n = 117; S2 Data). This is consistent with studies in laboratory mice and humans,
finding a relationship between BMI and the concentration of leptin, but a poor correlation
between leptin and the mass of fat [36]. Despite these correlations, we find that different mea-
sures of body condition are not all always equivalent in their relationship to various immune
parameters (S2 and S5 Data), emphasizing the importance of comprehensively assessing and
understanding animals’ body condition [33,35].
Wild mouse immunoecology
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In the SEM analysis, because of the heterogeneity in immune state among the different
sites, we focused on the HW site, which was deeply sampled and where the results were
broadly representative of all sampled mice (Fig 2, S1 Text); SEM results for the full data set are
shown in S6 Fig and S6 Table. The SEM analyses considered different immune components in
turn, because in preliminary analyses conglomeration of all these immune measures was not
tractable within the structural equation models (S1 Text). The 3 immune compartments we
used were the latent variables (1) adaptive cellular immune state (scaled numbers of CD4+ and
CD8+ T cells, and CD19+ B cells), (2) innate cellular immune state (scaled numbers of NKp46+
NK cells, Ly6G+ neutrophils, CD11c+ DCs, and F4/80+ macrophages), and (3) humoral
immune state (serum IgG and IgE, and faecal IgA concentration). Importantly, these 3
immune compartments were each immunologically coherent.
The structural equation models revealed that the adaptive and innate cellular compartments
of the immune system are principally affected by body condition (Fig 5, S7 Table; and correla-
tion of SMI and 7 cell populations in males, r = 0.26–0.64, p 0.035, n 65; correlation of
SMI and 6 cell populations in females, r = 0.30–0.49, p 0.033, n> 49; S5 Data) and are con-
strained by age (Fig 5, S7 Table). In females, these effects are linked because although age has a
direct negative effect on the immune system (Fig 5, S7 Table; and correlation of age and 4 cel-
lular populations r = −0.28 to −0.32, p 0.049, n 48; S5 Data), as females age their body con-
dition improves, which enhances their overall immune state (Fig 5; and correlation of SMI and
age in females r = 0.46, p< 0.001, n = 79; S5 Data). In contrast, in males, age and body condi-
tion operate more independently on adaptive and innate cellular compartments (Fig 5), since
the correlation of SMI and age is weaker in males than in females (correlation of SMI and age
in males r = 0.24, p = 0.019, n = 99, S5 Data). In males, for adaptive cellular immune state there
is a marginally nonsignificant effect of age on condition (0.19, 0.099 [Estimate, SE], p = 0.051;
S7 Table). The age-related decline in immune state is suggestive of immunosenescence [17,18],
and this is particularly notable given the short lives (median age 7.4 weeks, S1 Fig) of these
wild animals. Adaptive cellular state and innate cellular state were negatively affected by season
in both male and female mice, with the effects stronger in females than in males (Fig 5). For
innate cellular state in males, this effect is marginally nonsignificant (−0.19, 0.1 [Estimate, SE],
p = 0.064; S7 Table). Although the immune state of these wild mice is very likely driven—at
least in part—by immune responses to microparasite infection [1], the infection parameters
assessed here explained very little of the difference among individuals in their immune state.
This may be because our primary measure of microparasite infection was serological and thus
reflective of historical infection, which would tend to minimize effects on current cellular
immune state or, for example, an animal’s condition.
Interestingly, the humoral immune compartment is affected very differently by these fac-
tors. Antibody concentrations increase with age in both sexes (Fig 5, S7 Table; and correlation
of age and IgG, E, and A in females r = 0.35–0.49, p 0.002, n 44; correlation of age and IgE
in males r = 0.32, p = 0.002, n = 95, S5 Data). Because antibodies persist, their increasing con-
centration with age is likely to reflect age-associated accumulated exposure to microparasite
infection. Body condition has no effect on the humoral immune compartment, but micropara-
site infection does (Fig 5); microparasite infection is significant in females and shows a similar
trend in males (0.39, 0.21 [Estimate, SE], p = 0.055, S7 Table).
Comparing the results for the HW site alone with the results for all sites together shows
some coherence in the results, but not identity. Thus, for both innate and adaptive cellular
immune compartments, the positive effects of body condition and the negative effects of age
are qualitatively consistent; effects of season on immune state are largely consistent (but differ
between these compartments), while effects of microparasite infection are more variable. For
humoral immune responses, the effects of age and microparasite infection are also qualitatively
Wild mouse immunoecology
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consistent between the HW site and all sites together. Differences among our sample sites
in how these extrinsic and intrinsic factors can affect the immune state of wild mice are, in
principle, consistent with our observations of immune variation among different populations
(Fig 2).
Discussion
We have undertaken an in-depth, immune system-wide analysis of the immune state of wild
house mice and used a multifactorial analysis of factors potentially affecting this to understand
what actually drives and constrains immune state in the wild, and so why animals differ in
their immune state. We have, firstly, shown how immune variation is structured among differ-
ent populations of wild mice, which is the first time that the structure of immune variation in a
wild mammal has been described. We find that mice within a sample site are more immuno-
logically similar to each other than they are to mice from other sites, which is broadly equiva-
lent to the recently reported situation in humans where cohabitation of unrelated individuals
explains a very significant amount of the interindividual immune variation [28]. Individual
wild field voles, M. agrestis, have been shown to consistently differ in the expression of genes
whose products have immunological function, suggesting that there are long-term, individual-
specific immune responses [29] and that such effects may contribute to population-level pat-
terns such as we observe for M. musculus domesticus. If this pattern of local, population-spe-
cific immune differences is generalised to other wild animal populations this could have very
important consequences. For example, for pathogens that are subject to immune-dependent
selection, this immune heterogeneity may drive different evolutionary trajectories of the path-
ogens in different populations of hosts. The potential heterogeneity of the immune landscape
in which pathogens live and evolve is not usually considered in studies of pathogen evolution.
However, the temporal stability of the immunological patterns we observe, both within and
among sites, remains to be investigated in longitudinal studies. The possibility of rapid changes
in the immune landscape could bring further complexity to the environment and the selection
pressures that pathogens experience. More broadly, our results suggest that the health and dis-
ease status of wild animals, as well as their potential resistance to new infections, need to be
considered at a local population scale. The causes of this immunological structure—which are
likely to be multifactorial—are not yet known, and so investigating this is a priority. Work
with human populations has shown that carefully designed studies for this specific purpose are
required to unpick these effects [37].
Our second key finding is that cellular immune state (both innate and adaptive) is princi-
pally affected (positively) by animals’ body condition and (negatively) by their age. In females
these factors interact so that as females age, their body condition improves, improving their
Fig 5. The principal drivers of immune state in wild mice. How (A) adaptive cellular, (B) innate cellular, and (C)
adaptive humoral Immune State are affected by Season (measured as day length), Body Condition (measured as the
scaled mass index), Age in weeks, and Infection with up to 7 microbial infections, with latent variables shown as circles
and observed variables shown as boxes, and where blue arrows show positive effects, red blunt-ended lines show
negative effects, and line thickness indicates the size of the covariance, which is shown (with the SE in parentheses) for
mice from site HW; marginally nonsignificant results are shown by thin dotted lines. All estimates, SE, and p-values
are shown in S7 Table. In (A), for females root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) = 0.0 (0.0–0.126),
comparative fit index (CFI) = 1.0, standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) = 0.03, χ2 = 7.64, df = 8, p = 0.469,
for males RMSEA = 0.058 (0.0–0.139), CFI = 0.987, SRMR = 0.031, χ2 = 10.65, df = 8, p = 0.22; (B) for females
RMSEA = 0.0 (0.0–0.08), CFI = 1.0, SRMR = 0.045, χ2 = 10.39, df = 14, p = 0.732, for males RMSEA = 0.137 (0.089–
0.188), CFI = 0.891, SRMR = 0.082, χ2 = 40.46, df = 14, p = 0.0002, which is not a significantly good fit; (C) for females
RMSEA = 0.093 (0.0–0.176), CFI = 0.926, SRMR = 0.09, χ2 = 13.64, df = 8, p = 0.0917, with warnings concerning the
latent variable Immune State, for males RMSEA = 0.0 (0.0–0.093), CFI = 1.0, SRMR = 0.058, χ2 = 5.74, df = 8, p =
0.675.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.2003538.g005
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immune state. In males these 2 factors are less interconnected. Together, this means that the
highly activated state of wild mouse immune systems [1] is underpinned by good body condi-
tion, but this is also a state that can rapidly senesce. Body condition is also likely to underpin
many other important life history traits, such as reproductive success, meaning that there will
be competing demands for resources among these different traits. The concept of body condi-
tion is widely used, aiming to capture an idea of an animal’s ‘plumpness’ [38]. However, there
are different definitions and measures of body condition, and these different measures do not
always correlate [39]. We used SMI as our principal measure of body condition and found that
it correlated with BMI and with the mass of abdominal fat (but not with the serum concentra-
tion of leptin), thus suggesting that in this study at least, body condition represents an animal’s
overall body reserves. Given that wild animals are likely to have temporally heterogeneous
access to food, it will be important to understand the temporal variability in individuals’ body
condition and its relationship to the dynamics with which fat deposits can be converted into
available energy. Season and microparasite infection explained rather little of the variation in
immune state among individual animals. The absence of any substantial effect of season may
be due, at least in part, to the commensal lifestyle of these mice, which might buffer them from
typical natural environmental fluctuations. Additionally, complex effects of season may not be
adequately captured by day length, the measure of season that we used. Similarly, while infec-
tion likely explains the highly activated immune state of wild mice compared with laboratory
mice [1], our measures of infection do not explain the immunological heterogeneity among
wild mice. This may be because our measures of microparasite infection were mostly serologi-
cal and therefore represent historical infection; this is also why our SEM did not allow an inter-
action from immune state to infection. In undertaking these SEM analyses we explored a large
range of potential models, which included diverse immunological and other physiological
parameters. Our modelling approach also considered data obtained from site HW alone and
from all sample sites combined. While the results from the 2 approaches were broadly equiva-
lent, they are not identical. This discordance likely points to different local ecologies, popula-
tion demographies, and infections at the different sites, all of which will affect the qualitative
and quantitative nature of the factors that both drive and constrain animals’ immune state.
Our observation of how immune variation is structured among the populations that we have
sampled is also consistent with this view. We explored many ways in which measures of ani-
mals’ immune state could be incorporated into our models. The approach we favoured
(modelling 3 immune compartments separately) is probably not the only approach that could
be used. However, our extended analyses of alternative approaches points to the difficulty of
capturing ‘immune state’ in a meaningful way in the face of multiple humoral and cellular
measures. Overall, the results of our SEM analyses show the differing effects of intrinsic and
extrinsic factors on the different immune compartments, suggesting the likely diversity of
underlying selective pressures acting on these animals in optimizing their immune responses
[40].
The analyses of the effects of these extrinsic and intrinsic factors also emphasize that it is
critical to give careful thought to which immune compartments are sampled and how individ-
ual parameters are assayed in any given situation to properly and fully understand immune
state. While we have made very extensive measurements of the immune state of splenocytes,
together with analysis of antibodies and other serum proteins [1], there are numerous addi-
tional measurements that could be made, including from other immune compartments (in
particular from mucosal sites that are major portals of pathogen entry), which may be particu-
larly relevant to wild animals. Nevertheless, by using a multifactorial analysis we have been
able to understand how different factors act and interact in affecting immune state, and for the
first time been able to provide a unified understanding of what drives and constrains this in
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wild animals. While the mice we studied live commensally in farm buildings, they are subject
to the same range of ecological processes as entirely wild animals living independently of
humans—for example, top-down and bottom-up regulation, due to density-dependent limita-
tion of resources and predation, and disease-related processes—and we therefore expect that
the immune systems of such free-living species will be affected similarly. The commensal mice
in this study had a very much more limited macroparasite fauna than has been reported for
other species of wild rodents, indicating that the dominant pathogen challenge of wild M. mus-
culus domesticus is provided by bacteria and viruses. However, bacteria and viruses probably
provide the bulk of the antigenic challenge in most animals, irrespective of their macroparasite
fauna. Overall, therefore, we believe that house mice represent both a valid and a tractable
example of wild mammal populations and reveal important, likely generalizable, interactions
between environment, physiology, and immunology. However, the key next step is to extend
this approach to other species, to understand the common factors that support and constrain
immune systems and those that differ among species. Trapping, handling, and sampling wild
animals is unavoidably highly stressful for them, and will undoubtedly affect some (possibly
many) of the immune parameters that are measured; this needs to be borne in mind when
interpreting such data and poses considerable challenges for the prosecution of longitudinal
studies. Technological developments that allow remote monitoring of key physiological
parameters in free-living animals may help to overcome this constraint. Nevertheless, under-
standing the extrinsic and intrinsic factors that affect wild animals’ immune systems gives us a
rational way to understand how such perturbations may affect their immune responses and
immune state and thus their health and disease, and also what can be done to ameliorate these
effects.
This study shows the feasibility of analysing in detail the immune state of wild animals (if
suitable immunological tools are available) so as to begin to understand how the immune sys-
tem contributes to individuals’ fitness in the wild. The immune heterogeneity that we have
observed among different populations begs the question of the relative roles of host biology,
antigenic challenge, and other environmental factors in supporting or constraining immune
state at the local level.
Methods
Ethics statement
This work was reviewed and approved by the University of Bristol’s Animal Welfare and Ethi-
cal Review Board as UB/15/055. Trapping and killing nonprotected wild animals is not encom-
passed by the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986.
Mice
The mice used in this study were trapped between March 2012 and April 2014 at 12 locations
(S1 Table, S6 Data), principally within a 30-mile radius of Bristol, UK; the 2 exceptions were
the London Underground system and Skokholm island, southwest Wales. We surveyed many
sites for the presence of mice and trapped at each site where mice were found. We visited each
site, in succession, every season, although our trapping success was dependent both on site
access on the day and the continuing presence of mice, which was variable. Inevitably, there-
fore, dates when mice were trapped are confounded with site. Mice were trapped with Long-
worth traps (Pennon, UK) baited with oats, raw carrot, and hay bedding and checked at least
once every 24 hours. Once caught, mice were transferred to a conventional animal house,
where they were weighed before being individually housed and fed on a commercially available
rodent diet ad libitum (EURodent diet 22%; PMI Nutrition International, Brentwood,
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Missouri, United States) for an average of 5.5 (SD = 3.8) days before they were killed (S6 Data)
[41]. This allowed us to process mice in batches with relevant internal controls, which were
C57/BL6 laboratory mice [1]. There were no correlations between the number of days a mouse
was housed in the lab and the immune measures, the concentration of IgG, IgA, IgE, the pro-
portion of splenocytes that were CD3+ T cells, CD4+ T helper cells, CD49+CD4+ activated T
helper cells, CD8+ T cytotoxic cells, CD49+CD8+ activated T cytotoxic cells, KLRG1+CD8+ ter-
minally differentiated T cytotoxic cells, NKp46+ NK cells, CD19+ B cells, mean fluorescence
intensity of PNA+CD19+ B cells, CD11c+ DCs, and F4/80+ macrophage cells. Mice caught on
the London Underground were taken to the lab, where they were killed immediately and pro-
cessed as described below. A total of 460 mice were captured and processed (S6 Data).
Dissection
Mice were killed by intraperitoneal injection with an overdose of sodium pentobarbital, fol-
lowed by cervical dislocation. Mice were weighed after death; female mice that were later
found to be pregnant had the mass of the foetuses subtracted from their final mass, and these
values were used in all subsequent analyses. Blood samples were taken by cardiac puncture,
and the blood was stored in heparinized containers for no more than 1 hour prior to being
centrifuged at 13,000 g at 18˚C for 10 minutes. The resulting plasma was divided into aliquots
and stored at −20˚C. Spleens were removed aseptically, weighed, and transferred to 5 mL of
cell culture media for further processing as previously described [3] to determine a viable
spleen cell number.
For each mouse, the gut was removed and stored at −20˚C, while the kidneys, liver, heart,
and lungs were all removed and weighed prior to storage in 5 mL of formalin (10% v/v formal
saline). The eyes were removed using forceps and stored in 2 mL of formalin. The eye lenses
were later removed, dried, and weighed as previously described [33] and used to calculate the
age of the mice. Mouse carcasses were then stored at −20˚C prior to further measurement and
dissection. After defrosting, body length was measured from the tip of the snout to the base of
the tail. Fat from within the abdominal cavity was removed and weighed.
Skull length and width measurements were taken after the soft tissue had been mechanically
removed. Skull length was measured from the tip of the nasal cavity to the base of the skull (the
longest point), and the width was taken at the widest point perpendicular to this line, using
callipers.
Serology
The blood haemoglobin concentration was measured using a HemoCue Hb 201 analyser
(HemoCue AB, A¨ngelholm, Sweden). The serum concentration of leptin was measured using
a commercially available ELISA kit, following the manufacturer’s instructions (Insight Bio-
technology, UK). Mice were examined for evidence of microbial infection using 2 immuno-
comb kits (Biogal Galed Labs, Israel), which detect antibodies to the Corona, Mouse Hepatitis,
Sendai, Minute, Noro, and Parvo viruses and to M. pulmonis. These tests were scored on a 0 to
4 scale, where 0 is the absence of a response, and 1, 2, 3, and 4 are all seropositive results in
increasing degrees of positivity. These microbial infections are likely to only represent a subset
of all the microbial infections to which wild mice are exposed, many of which may be
unknown infections.
Parasitology
A visual inspection of each mouse was made as they were removed from the trap to detect
large ectoparasites such as ticks and fleas; smaller ectoparasites, such as mites, were counted by
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visual inspection of the dead mice. The trap contents were also inspected. For each mouse, the
total pelt (skin and fur) was examined under a dissecting microscope. Ectoparasite samples
were removed for identification, and the number of mites observed was classified into the cate-
gories: 0–10 recorded as the actual number, 11–20, 21–30, 31–40, 41–50, 51–100, 101–200,
201–300, 301–400, 401–500, 501–1,000, 1,001–1,500, and 1,501–2,000. A sample of mites were
mounted on glass slides using Hoyer’s medium and identified as M. musculinus by morpholog-
ical examination.
To determine the intestinal nematode fauna, stored intestines (see above) were defrosted
and slit longitudinally, the gut then examined using a dissecting microscope, and worms
counted as described previously [41]. Detailed morphological examination of a sample of the
worms identified them as nematode pinworms, Syphacia sp.
Indices of condition
The SMI was calculated using the equation previously described [35], which determines the
exponent of the relationship between body mass and body length in the population under
study, and then uses this value to calculate the mass of each individual animal if it was average
size. In this way, this identifies animals that have disproportionately large or small body mas-
ses. The BMI of each mouse was calculated as body mass in kg / (body length in m)2. For
female mice that were found to be pregnant, the mass of their foetuses was subtracted from
their final body mass.
Immune cell populations and scaling
Counts of immune cell type were obtained using methods previously described [1], and these
counts then scaled analogously as for the calculation of SMI (above), but replacing mouse
mass with the count for each cell type measured. The relevant scaling component was calcu-
lated separately for each of the relevant cell types. This results in the count of each immune cell
for each mouse scaled to the length of the average mouse. We used this scaling method for the
following cell types: CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells, CD19+ B cells, NKp46+ NK cells, Ly6G+ neu-
trophils, CD11c+ DCs, and F4/80+ macrophages [1]. Scaling the immune cells in this manner,
rather than using a proportion of each cell type, allowed us to use count data in our modelling
while still controlling for effects of mouse body size.
Genotyping and population genetic analyses
Mice were genotyped at 1,183 autosomal loci as described in [1]. In total, 445 mice were geno-
typed: 443 wild mice and 2 laboratory C57BL/6 mice (L88 female and L90 male), as in [1]. The
neutrality of the loci was tested using the Bayescan program [42], which detected 15 loci that
were unlikely to be neutral and these were removed from further analyses, leaving data for
1,168 loci.
We used Arlequin to calculate Hardy-Weinberg expected measures of heterozygosity and
tested for deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium using the Markov chain exact test
[43] with 1 million iterations. Initial analysis identified many loci as significantly deviating
from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, suggesting the existence of the Whalund effect, and there-
fore, a repeat of these analyses on a per sample-site basis was conducted, resulting in far fewer
loci being found to deviate from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. We further tested for genetic
subdivision among the mice using Wright’s FST, calculated in Arlequin, using a pairwise
method, where FST significance was determined through 100 repeated measures; FIS was calcu-
lated similarly. We calculated the genetic distance among individual mice as the number of
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nucleotide differences and used this to construct a nearest-neighbour joining tree using 1,000
bootstraps, as in [1].
We also used STRUCTURE [44] to further investigate the population structure of the mice,
which we did using the admixture model with correlated allele frequencies. This procedure
assigns proportions of an individual’s genome to defined genetic clusters, K, and we used K
values from 1–12 (with 12 being the number of sample sites, Fig 1), with 15 iterations (with
100,000 Markov Chain Monte Carlo iterations and a burn-in length of 50,000). Because of the
unequal sample sizes among sites, we repeated these analyses using 6 randomly selected mice
from each site, with 15 iterations, as above. We favoured the admixture model, recognizing
that individual mice likely had some mixed ancestry. We also used Structure Harvester [45] to
determine the posterior probability for the true value of K, and CLUMPPAK [46] was used to
compile consensus results and to generate figures.
Immunological distance
This was calculated as described by [28]. Briefly, we performed a principal component analysis
of 10 immune measures: the scaled number of CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells, CD19+ B cells,
NKp46+ NK cells, Ly6G+ neutrophils, CD11c+ DCs, F4/80+ macrophages, the serum concen-
tration of IgG and IgE, and the faecal concentration of IgA. This generated 3 principal compo-
nents representing all 7 cell populations; serum IgG, serum IgE; and faecal IgA (accounting for
53%, 13%, and 10% of the total variance, respectively) and from these we calculated the 3-prin-
cipal component Euclidean pairwise distance among mice, which is the immunological dis-
tance [28], and multidimensional scaling of these data was used to plot them using R 3.2.2.
Tanglegrams and Mantel tests
We constructed tanglegrams [47] of the immunological, genetic, and geographical distances
(S1, S2, and S3 Tables) among sample sites (Fig 1) from UPGMA trees of each measure, which
were calculated using MEGA6 [48], where the crossovers between trees were minimized. We
used Mantel tests to test whether there were significant correlations between immunological
distance and geographical distance and between immunological distance and genetic distance,
using 999 randomisations to assess significance. Because geographical distance is skewed, we
used both the actual geographical distance and log(distance + 1).
SEM
We used an SEM approach to seek to understand how a range of extrinsic and intrinsic factors
constrained and drove the immune state of wild mice. We used an iterative approach with re-
spect both to the factors included in the models and to the model structures. This is explained
more fully in S1 Text, S4 and S5 Tables, and S3 and S4 Figs. Based on these preliminary analy-
ses, we divided our data by sex, and we also analysed all mice from all sites together, and for
site HW only (Fig 1). The available sample size prevented random division of the data (were it
possible, one-half of the data would be used for model construction while the other half of the
data would be used for model validation). The results of these preliminary analyses led to the
causal diagram shown in S5 Fig. In this way, we were able to assign directionality (and thus
causality) to each pathway among the factors. This led to the structural equation model of the
observed variables of Season, Age, Condition, and microparasite Infection, all in relation to
the latent variable of Immune State. The model included all possible directional pathways
(though because infection was measured serologically, thus representing historical infection,
whereas condition was a contemporary measure, we only considered microparasite Infection
affecting Body Condition and not vice versa). Season was the number of minutes of daylight,
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between sunrise and sunset, on the day that the mouse was caught, with these data obtained
from the UK Meteorological Office (www.metoffice.gov.uk); we note that this minutes-of-day-
light measure may not fully capture all seasonal aspects, for example, because days of equal
length can occur in different seasons. Age was calculated from the eye lens mass as in [34].
Body condition was the SMI, calculated as in [35]. Infection was the number of microbial
infections that were serologically detected. We used separate models for the latent variable of
Immune State as (1) the adaptive cellular (scaled number of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, and
CD19+ B cells), (2) the innate cellular (scaled number of NKp46+ NK cells, Ly6G+ neutrophils,
CD11c+ DCs, and F4/80+ macrophages), and (3) the humoral immune (concentration of
serum IgG and IgE, and faecal IgA) state.
All variables were scaled by factors of 10 so that the majority of data were within the range
of 1–10, as required for SEM analysis. Data do not need to be normally distributed for SEM analy-
ses, but they do need to be linear, as our data were. Each model was run separately for female and
male mice. The goodness of fit to the data for each model was assessed by the chi-square test of
model fit (χ2), the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), the standardized root
mean square residual (SRMR), and the comparative fit index (CFI). The results shown are of the
standardized covariances since most variables were measured using different scales.
Nonsignificance (p> 0.05) for the χ2 goodness-of-fit test was used to indicate an acceptable
fit of the model to the data, but our sample sizes make χ2 unreliable as a measure of goodness
of fit. RMSEA and SRMR values less than 0.05 were accepted as a good fit of the model to the
data; however, RMSEA values greater than 0.05 were accepted where the lower 90% confidence
limit was 0.000. CFI values greater than 0.95 were accepted as a very good fit, and anything
greater than 0.80 was considered as acceptable [49,50]. Occasionally, models ran, but with
warnings about the fit of the model or the appropriateness of the data used. If these problems
could not be resolved, the models were either discarded as unreliable or have been presented
with the relevant warning message. All structural equation models were constructed using
Mplus version 7.2 [49–51].
Supporting information
S1 Data. Infection data for all 12 sample sites, (A) for each mouse, where column A is the
mouse ID number; column B is the site designation as in Fig 1; columns C–I, inclusive, are
serological evidence of microbial infection on a 0 to 4 scale, where 0 is the absence of a
response, and 1, 2, 3, and 4 are all seropositive results in increasing degrees of positivity; col-
umn J is the total number of microbial infections; and columns K and L are the intensity of
mite (M. pulmonis) and nematode (Syphacia sp.) infections, respectively; ND, not done; (B)
summarized for each sample site where columns B–K, inclusive, show the prevalence of the 9
infections at each site (column A); and columns L and M show the mean intensity of infection
with mites and worms, respectively.
(XLSX)
S2 Data. For (A) all 12 sample sites combined, and sample sites (B) GL, (C) PH, and (D) SK,
correlations (2-tailed) among measures of infection, condition, and immune measures, with
males above the diagonal and females below the diagonal. In all, cells are colour coded as red
for p< 0.01 and green for 0.01 < p< 0.05. Daylight is a measure of the Season when mice
were caught, specifically the number of minutes of daylight between sunrise and sunset; Age is
mouse age in weeks; Mites is the number of mites, Microbe is the number of microbial infec-
tions; Worms is the number of Syphacia sp.; BMI and SMI are the body mass index and the
scaled mass index, respectively; Ab Fat is the mass of abdominal fat; Leptin is its serum con-
centration; Haemoglobin is its concentration; immunoglobulin (Ig) G, IgE and IgA are the
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concentration of these antibodies as described in [1]; and the numbers of CD4+ T cells, CD8+
T cells, CD19+ B cells, NKp46+ natural killer (NK) cells, Ly6G+ neutrophils, CD11c+ dendritic
cells (DCs), and F4/80+ macrophages, which have all been scaled (prefix ‘s’) as for SMI, all as
described in the Methods. Note, in (D) sample site SK, the mice were not infected with worms
(see S1 Data), and there was a too small sample size for measurement of IgA concentrations,
shown as not done (ND).
(XLSX)
S3 Data. (A) PCA analysis of cellular and humoral immune measures showing the first 3 prin-
cipal components, where PC1 is the scaled number of 7 cell types (CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells,
B cells, natural killer (NK) cells, neutrophils, dendritic cells (DCs), and macrophages, all scaled
as for scaled mass index [SMI]), PC2 is the serum concentration of immunoglobulin (Ig) G
and IgE, and PC3 is the faecal concentration of IgA. ID is mouse number, and site is where
each mouse was caught, where 1 is BM, 2 is HW, 3 is LU, 4 is WF, 7 is GL, 8 is WT, 9 is PF, 10
is ST, 11 is JB, 12 is PH, 13 is SP, and 14 is SK, as in Fig 1. (B) The Eigenvalues and the percent-
age variance explained, and (C) the loadings of scaled (prefix ‘s’) number of CD19+ B cells,
NKp46+ NK cells, CD8+ T cells, CD4+ T cells, F4/80+ macrophages, Ly6G+ neutrophils,
CD11c+ DCs, and the concentration of IgE, IgG, and IgA.
(XLSX)
S4 Data. Wild mouse multilocus genotypes showing the 1,168 locus genotypes of mice, where
column A is the locus name, column B is the chromosome the locus is on, and column C is the
position of the locus on the chromosome. Row 1 shows the source of the mice as S1 Table, and
row 2 is the individual number of the wild mouse. The number of genotyped mice at each site
is: HW 167, PH 63, JB 36, BM 33, GL 30, SK 30, WF 18, LU 18, ST 15, PF 10, WT 7, and SP 6.
The genotypes of control laboratory mice are in [1].
(XLSX)
S5 Data. For sample site HW, correlations (2-tailed) among measures of infection, condition,
and immune responses, with males above the diagonal and females below the diagonal. Cells
are colour coded as red for p< 0.01 and green for 0.01< p< 0.05. Daylight is a measure of
the Season when mice were caught, specifically the number of minutes of daylight between
sunrise and sunset; Age is mouse age in weeks; Mites is the number of mites; Microbe is the
number of microbial infections; Worms is the number of Syphacia sp.; BMI and SMI are the
body mass index and the scaled mass index, respectively; Ab Fat is the mass of abdominal fat;
Leptin is its serum concentration; Haemoglobin is its concentration; immunoglobulin (Ig) G,
IgE and IgA are the concentration of these antibodies as described in [1]; and the numbers of
CD4+ T cells, CD8+ T cells, CD19+ B cells, NKp46+ natural killer (NK) cells, Ly6G+ neutro-
phils, CD11c+ dendritic cells (DCs), and F4/80+ macrophages, which have all been scaled (pre-
fix ‘s’) as for SMI, all as described in the Methods.
(XLSX)
S6 Data. Physical characteristics of all mice, where column A is the mouse ID number; col-
umn B is the date the mouse was captured; and column C the date it was killed, with the days
in captivity shown in column D; column E is the site where it was caught, where 1 is BM, 2 is
HW, 3 is LU, 4 is WF, 7 is GL, 8 is WT, 9 is PF, 10 is ST, 11 is JB, 12 is PH, 13 is SP, and 14 is
SK, as in Fig 1; column F is the number of minutes of daylight, between sunrise and sunset, on
the day that mouse was caught; column G is its sex, where 1 is female and 2 is male; columns
E–K, inclusive, are these sizes in mm; columns L–N, inclusive are these masses in g; column O
are the number of these cells determined as described before [1]; columns P–S, inclusive, are
these masses in g; column T is in mg; column U is in weeks calculated as described in the
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Methods; columns V and W are in g/L and ng/mL, respectively; and column X and Y are body
mass index and scaled mass index, respectively, as described in the Methods. Blank cells are
where these data are not available.
(XLSX)
S1 Fig. The age distribution of mice from all sites. The median age is 7.4 weeks, the mean
(±SD) is 10 (±8), and 75% of mice are 12 weeks old; n = 460 mice. Mice at the different sam-
ple sites differ by age (H = 35.882, p< 0.001), which post hoc tests show is due to site BM hav-
ing older mice than sites HW (p = 0.017) and PF (p = 0.047).
(TIFF)
S2 Fig. STRUCTURE analysis of mice for 1–12 clusters, K, (A) for all mice and (B) for a ran-
dom selection of 6 mice from each sample site. In both, there were 15 iterations, and represen-
tative figures are shown. The sample site codes for the mice are: 1 = BM, 2 = GL, 3 = HW,
4 = JB, 5 = LU, 6 = PF, 7 = PH, 8 = SK, 9 = SP, 10 = ST, 11 = WF, 12 = WT. The colour order is
the same in (A) and (B), where K1 = light blue, K2 = orange, K3 = purple, K4 = green, K5 =
maroon, K6 = light pink, K7 = fuchsia, K8 = light green, K9 = dark yellow, K10 = khaki,
K11 = brown, and K12 = light yellow. In (A), STRUCTURE harvester shows that K = 9 is the
most likely value of K, and cluster resolution largely followed the order of decreasing sample
size. In (B), the order in which clusters resolved was closer to the cluster FST values.
(PDF)
S3 Fig. Class 1–3 structural equation models, where latent variables are shown as circles and
observed variables are shown as boxes. Individual numbered models refer to S4 Table.
(PDF)
S4 Fig. Class 4 structural equation models, where latent variables are shown as circles and
observed variables are shown as boxes. Individual numbered models refer to S5 Table.
(PDF)
S5 Fig. Full structural equation modelling (SEM) causal diagram, where the latent variable
immune state can be adaptive cellular, innate cellular, or adaptive humoral immune state with
season (measured as day length), body condition (measured as the scaled mass index), age in
weeks, and infection with 7 microbial infections.
(TIFF)
S6 Fig. The principal drivers of immune state in wild mice. How (A) adaptive cellular, (B)
innate cellular, and (C) adaptive humoral immune state is affected by Season (measured as day
length), Body Condition (measured as the scaled mass index), Age in weeks, and Infection
with 7 microbial infections, where blue arrows show positive effects, red blunt-ended lines
show negative effects, and line thickness indicates the size of the covariance, which is shown
(with the SE in parentheses) for mice from all sites; marginally nonsignificant results are
shown by thin dotted lines. All estimates, SE, and p-values are shown in S6 Table. In (A), for
females root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) = 0.075 (0.026–0.124), compara-
tive fit index (CFI) = 0.98, standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) = 0.017, χ2 = 17.61,
df = 8, p = 0.024, for males RMSEA = 0.015 (0.0–0.077), CFI = 0.999, SRMR = 0.017, χ2 = 8.42,
df = 8, p = 0.39; (B) for females RMSEA = 0.112 (0.08–0.146), CFI = 0.92, SRMR = 0.047, χ2 =
50.98, df = 14, p< 0.0001, which is not a significantly good fit, for males RMSEA = 0.067
(0.032–0.10), CFI = 0.972, SRMR = 0.028, χ2 = 24.43, df = 14, p = 0.009, which is not a signifi-
cantly good fit; (C) for females RMSEA = 0.103 (0.06–0.149), CFI = 0.83, SRMR = 0.059, χ2 =
25.89, df = 8, p = 0.0011, with warnings concerning the latent variable immune state, for males
RMSEA = 0.052 (0.0–0.099), CFI = 0.93, SRMR = 0.036, χ2 = 13.41, df = 8, p = 0.098; for
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immunoglobulin (Ig) A and the latent variable of immune state, the dotted line indicates that
this is significant in females but nonsignificant in males, as shown in S6 Table.
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S1 Table. (A) Mouse sample sites and (B) the intersite distances in km.
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S2 Table. Immunological distance shown both within and among sample sites, shown as the
mean ± 1 SE. There is no correlation between the within-site immunological distance and the
number of mice at that site (r = −0.043, p = 0.89, n = 12).
(DOCX)
S3 Table. Fst values shown among all sample sites. The local population genetic structure is
not driven by geographical distance (S1 Table). Mantel test for correlation between immuno-
logical distance and distance and log(distance + 1), respectively: r = 0.192, p = 0.264, and
r = 0.082, p = 0.339.
(DOCX)
S4 Table. A summary of selected class 1–3 structural equation models showing the latent vari-
ables and observed variables used. L is a latent variable, and O is an observed variable. 1Previ-
ous Infection is the number of microbial infections and so an observed variable. Relevant
structural equation modelling (SEM) diagrams are shown in S3 Fig.
(DOCX)
S5 Table. A summary of the class 4 structural equation models presented in the sequence in
which they were tested, with intervening rows showing the model modifications that preceded
each new model. In all models, Age was an observed variable of either eye lens mass (Lens
mass) or Age in weeks calculated from eye lens mass as described in the main text; Size was a
latent variable consisting of a range of different measures, as shown; Condition was an
observed variable of scaled mass index (SMI), the concentration of leptin, or the mass of
abdominal fat / body length ratio; Immune State was either a latent variable consisting of the
shown immunological parameters, as absolute numbers or percentages of the relevant cells,
and concentrations of the different immunoglobulin classes, or a single observed variable as
shown. In all models, Season was an observed variable of day length but is not shown in the
table. Models were used with data from male and female mice separately. Relevant structural
equation modelling (SEM) diagrams are shown in S4 Fig. The goodness of fit to the data for
each model was assessed by the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), the com-
parative fit index (CFI), the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR), and the chi-
square test of model fit (χ2), where RMSEA and SRMR values less than 0.05 were accepted as a
good fit of the model to the data; however, RMSEA values greater than 0.05 were accepted
where the lower 90% confidence limit was 0.000. CFI values greater than 0.95 were accepted as
a very good fit, and anything greater than 0.80 was considered as acceptable. Nonsignificance
(p> 0.05) for the χ2 goodness-of-fit test was used to indicate an acceptable fit of the model to
the data. The software also generated warnings concerning component data of the model, and
this information was used to refine the model design.
(DOCX)
S6 Table. The estimated standardised covariances (Estimate), their standard error (SE), and
2-tailed p-values (with p< 0.05 shown in bold) for structural equation models of adaptive cel-
lular, innate cellular, and adaptive humoral immune state for female and male mice from all
sites, as shown in S6 Fig. Marginally nonsignificant results are marked with .
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S7 Table. The estimated standardised covariances (Estimate), their standard error (SE), and
2-tailed p-values (with p< 0.05 shown in bold) for structural equation models of adaptive cel-
lular, innate cellular, and adaptive humoral immune state for female and male mice from site
HW, as shown in Fig 5. Marginally nonsignificant results are marked with .
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S1 Text. Extended methods for structural equation modelling.
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